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SIGNIFICANT FIRE POTENTIAL
January - April 2023 HIGHLIGHTS
 Wet season is ongoing with improved Drought conditions.
 Weather Outlook is for above avg rainfall from January thru April although below normal
readings could occur along the leeward sides during January.
 La Niña will gradually weaken and transition to Neutral conditions but enhanced Trade
Winds should remain the next 1 to 2 months.
 Normal Significant Fire Potential is projected for January through April but some fire
activity could occur along the leeward sides during January.

Discussion: Sea surface temperature (SSTs) anomalies surrounding the Hawai’ian Islands
are near to a little above normal (Fig 1). Average temperatures (Fig 2) during December were
generally near to above normal. Precipitation anomalies (Fig 3) were generally above normal
thanks in large part to a strong cold frontal passage on the 18th and 19th which created significant
rainfall and high elevation snow. Long term drought (Fig 4) improved across all the islands
although most still have some designated dryness and/or drought conditions. The 4-month
weather outlook calls for near to above normal temperatures consistent with the above normal
sea surface temperature forecast. Above normal precipitation is also expected during the 4month period although January could trend drier across the leesides. Gusty extended wind
events impacted the islands during December and enhanced Trade Winds will likely continue at
times during the next couple of months as La Nina weakens (Fig 6). Therefore, some drier
leeside pockets should remain but expecting that impact to be localized as herbaceous fuels
should be in a green-up state. Drought intensities will likely ease during the 4-month period.
Significant fire potential is projected to be normal from January through April.
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Figure 1: SST anomaly - December 31st, 2022

Figure 3: Rainfall during December (% of avg.)

Figure 5: Honolulu KBDI December 31st, 2022

Figure 2: December Temps (Dept from ave.)

Figure 4: Drought Monitor December 27th, 2022

Figure 6: ENSO status and projection
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